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A bit of history…

1994
Tim Berners-Lee 
invents the 
World Wide 
Web.

The W3C is founded 
by Tim Berners-Lee at 
the MIT, in 
collaboration with 
INRIA

Sir Tim Berners-Lee
Web Inventor and 

W3C Director

W3C’s mission is to ensure the 
long-term growth of the Web 
with the vision of ONE WEB 

FOR ALL

2013
The W3C is a joint 
endeavor of MIT, 
ERCIM, Keio 
University, and 
Beihang University 

1989



} W3C is a non-profit membership organization with 
more than 370 members from all industries

W3C is an international community 
around 4 “hosts”

Cambridge
TokyoSophia 

Antipolis
Beijing



W3C sets the standards that make the Web work:

} Basis of today’s Web (the “Open Web Platform”):
§ HTML, CSS, SVG, Web Architecture, XML, …

} Advancing the Web of tomorrow
§ e.g., Social Web, Web of Data, Mobile Web, Digital 

Publishing
} Key efforts focusing on universality:
§ Web Accessibility Initiative, Internationalization, Mobile Web, 

Security/Privacy

W3C at a glance



} Develops specifications (i.e., Web standards)
§ e.g., HTML, SVG, …

} Develops guidelines, best practices
§ e.g., Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, Data Publishing 

Best Practices, …
} Provides diverse forums for discussions, joint pre-

standard specifications, participates at outreach 
events
§ e.g., Open Annotation Vocabulary

} Offers a validation suite and service, various courses, 
documentations

What W3C does



} Major software developments, standard 
implementation (except for proof of concepts)

} Conduct independent research (it does what the 
members want it to do…)

} Act as a legislative body (e.g., to require certain 
implementations to happen)

What W3C does not do



Digital Educational Publishing and the
Open Web Platform
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} Internet everywhere
} Mobility
} Social
} Customization
} Cloud
} Broadband

} Multi-function 
devices

} Much higher quality 
display, typesetting, 
speed

Trends of past decade have 
transformed reading and publishing



Many industries feeling the impact

} Mobile
} Television
} Automotive
} Health Care
} Gaming

} Digital signage
} Government



But publishing in particular

“After 79 years in print, Newsweek goes digital 

only”

Google Ad Revenue Now More Than U.S. 

Print Publications Combined 

Pew: Survey Finds Rising Reliance on Libraries 
as a Gateway to the Web 

E-Books See Triple Digit Growth 

As Paper Book Sales Dive

20% of all US Newspapers are digital



} Web is “intimately” tied to the intrinsic 
purpose of publishing
§ the Web’s impact on automotive, 

government, health care, etc., is secondary 
to their intrinsic purposes.

That is because Publishing = Web



} Publishing industry has leveraged the Web for 20 
years
§ parts of industry have been early adopters

} Tomorrow they will be fully part of the Web
§ ebooks, magazines, journals picking up the technology 

today

That is because Publishing = Web



} An EPUB file is, technically, a 
frozen and packaged Web site
§ XHTML 1.1 for EPUB 2
§ XHTML 5 for EPUB 3

} An EPUB reader is “just” a very 
specialized browser!

What “Ebooks picking up the 
technology today” means



• Web pages are more attractive, interactive 
and intelligent

• HTML5, SVG, or CSS provides cross-
browser and cross-device interoperability 

• Video, audio, etc., are a first-class citizens
• Data integration has been simplified
• It has tools for social networking (privacy, 

security, identity)
• Is the most interoperable platform in the 

industry

The Web has become an Open Web 
Platform



} EPUB 3 has picked up on many of the OWP features
§ uses HTML5, i.e., includes audio and video as first class 

objects
§ SVG comes to the fore
§ CSS 3 instead of older versions of CSS
§ (limited) scripting
§ MathML

The Open Web Platform has 
influenced publishing



Third-party service integration



Social becoming part of reading



And run on any device



Is everything perfect and fine?

i.e., are publishers and the Web 
coexisting perfectly?
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} Most of the publishing industry players have just 
been “users” of Web technologies

} Technology evolution has been driven by “traditional” 
Web browsing

No… L

The specific needs and priorities of the 
publishing may not be reflected in the 

evolution of the Web!



} From a technical point of view educational publishing 
is at the bleeding edge of OWP usage
§ requirements are much more stringent than for, say, a novel!

} The specificities of this area should play an important 
role in bringing the communities together

Digital educational publishing has a 
special position



An e-book should be more than a simple digital version of a print 
book. It should also make use of opportunities such as adding 
sound and video and also linking it to internet. 

The real problem turned out to be the capabilities of browsing, 
annotating and referencing. Despite electronic aids, dog ears and 
sticky notes [on printed versions] are superior in re-finding a 
pertinent paragraph. Note taking could be done on the device but 
a piece of paper did better. 

[...] browsing and annotating turned out to be essential. [...] 
Students rated the integration of social media in the study 
material of great value in order to exchange findings and 
problems[...].

Some quotes from a recent survey

J. Stoop, P. Kreutzer, and J. Kircz, “Reading and learning from screens versus print: a study in changing habits: Part,” New Library 
World, vol. 114, no. 7/8, pp. 284–300, Jul. 2013.



Masie “eBook for Learning?” Survey, July 2013

Another study…
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Masie “eBook for Learning?” Survey, July 2013

Another study…



Example: high-school mathematics

GSE Mathematics Interactive Revision textbook — http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cneNkRmI5wg



Example: user annotation



Example: user annotation

This sh
ould be portable to 

another reader!



Example: “Our Choice”

Al Gore: “Our Choice” — http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-edAGLokak



Example: content portability



Example: content portability



Example: Calculus

David Mao: Calculus II (interactive EBOOK)



} Digital educational books need
§ advanced and interactive graphics (SVG or Canvas object)
§ annotation and bookmarking in a portable manner
§ MathML
§ font management
§ fixed layout
§ audio, video
§ local (Web) storage
§ …

Some interesting OWP challenges in 
the clips



} Digital educational books need
§ advanced and interactive graphics (SVG or Canvas object)
§ annotation and bookmarking in a portable manner
§ MathML
§ font management
§ fixed layout
§ audio, video
§ local (Web) storage
§ …

Some interesting OWP challenges in 
the clips

Most of these are being worked on at W3C, but 
still need extra care and clear requirements!



To repeat…

The specific needs and priorities of the 
publishing industry may not be reflected 

in the evolution of the Web!

The technology evolution of the Web has 
been driven by “traditional” Web browsing



The way forward: how can 
W3C help?



} Develop cooperation with relevant organizations: 
IDPF, BISG, IPTC, JEPA, EDItEUR, …

} Try to be on one another’s events, build contacts
} Create bridges between the developers’ communities 

and publishers
} Ensure that the publishers’ requirements are 

channeled to the relevant W3C groups

Cooperation



} W3C keynote at TOC
} IDPF presentation at W3C’s AC meeting
} Joint presence at the CONTEC event in Frankfurt

Example: presence in the respective 
communities’ events



Example: increasing cooperation with 
IDPF

The	  EPUB	  format	  developed	  by	  IDPF	  is	  a	  major	  user	  of	  
current	  web	  standards	  (HTML5,	  CSS2.1	  /CSS3	  modules,	  
SVG…)

…BUT…
The	  relevant	  W3C	  groups	  have	  only	  weak	  contacts	  with	  
the	  IDPF	  community,…
⇒ The	  objec,ve	  of	  the	  IDPF-‐W3C	  rela,onship	  is	  to	  

ensure	  that	  the	  EPUB	  requirements	  become	  central	  to	  
the	  OWP	  developments.



} “eBooks: Great Expectations”, NYC, February 2013 (co-organized 
with BISG and IDPF)

} “eBooks & I18N”, Tokyo, June 2013
} “Publishing and the OWP”, Paris, September 2013
} Regional events in Germany, India, …

W3C’s Workshop Series



Example for results: public list of 
discussions, presentations



Example for results: prioritized list 
of I18N requirements for CSS



} Creation of a separate Digital Publishing Activity at 
W3C (June 2013)
§ Digital Publishing is now a major focus area at W3C

Main result of the activities so far



} Co-chaired by Markus Gylling (IDPF) and Madi 
Salomon (Pearson)

New Digital Publishing Activity and 
Interest Group at W3C

“The mission of the Digital Publishing Interest Group, […] a forum 
for experts in the digital publishing ecosystem […] for technical 
discussions, gathering use cases and to better align existing 
formats and technologies (e.g., EPUB) with the broader Open 
Web Platform.”



} The interest group collects use cases and 
requirements
§ these requirements will be channeled to the CSS, HTML, 

MathML, SVG, etc., Working Groups
§ members of the IG will also join these groups, if necessary, 

to develop the necessary technologies
} The interest group contributes to the general OWP 

interoperability testing effort at W3C
§ ensuring that the special publishing issues are also properly 

tested by implementations

In practice…



The work has already begun…



Possible Interest Group task forces

} Some topics have already come to the fore as 
requiring special attention (“task force”)
§ pagination, layout
§ interaction
§ annotation
§ metadata
§ MathML
§ Internationalization/Ruby



Thank you for your 
attention!

http://www.w3.org/2013/Talks/0920-Paris-IH/Talk.pdf




